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Background:Diagnostic imaging is often thefirst step in evaluating patientswith back pain and likely functions as
a “gateway” to a subsequent cascade of interventions. However, lumbar spine imaging frequently reveals inci-
dental findings among normal, pain-free individuals suggesting that treatment of these “abnormalities” may
not bewarranted. Our prior work suggested that inserting the prevalence of imaging findings in patients without
back pain into spine imaging reports may reduce subsequent interventions. We are now conducting a pragmatic
cluster randomized clinical trial to test the hypothesis that inserting this prevalence data into lumbar spine im-
aging reports for studies ordered by primary care providers will reduce subsequent spine-related interventions.
Methods/design:We are using a stepped wedge design that sequentially randomizes 100 primary care clinics at
four health systems to receive either standard lumbar spine imaging reports, or reports containing prevalence
data for common imaging findings in patients without back pain. We capture all outcomes passively through
the electronic medical record. Our primary outcome is spine-related intervention intensity based on Relative
Value Units (RVUs) during the following year. Secondary outcomes include subsequent prescriptions for opioid
analgesics and cross-sectional lumbar spine re-imaging.
Discussion: If our study shows that adding prevalence data to spine imaging reports decreases subsequent back-
related RVUs, this intervention could be easily generalized and applied to other kinds of testing, as well as other
conditions where incidental findings may be common. Our study also serves as a model for cluster randomized
trials that are minimal risk and highly pragmatic.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
R066795-02. Trial Registration:

University of Washington, Box
1. Introduction

Diagnostic imaging is often an early step in thework-up of back pain
and a likely gateway to subsequent interventions. Unfortunately, these
studies reveal incidental anatomic spine findings among many normal,
pain-free individuals. [1–3] Such findings can be alarming to clinicians
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Table 1
Eligible lumbar spine imaging procedures by CPT codes.

CPT code Description

72080 Spine, thoracolumbar, 2 views
72100 Spine, lumbosacral; 2 or 3 views
72110 Spine, lumbosacral; minimum of 4 views
72114 Spine, lumbosacral; complete, with bending views
72131 CT, lumbar spine without contrast
72132 CT, lumbar spine with contrast
72133 CT, lumbar spine without and with contrast
72148 MRI, lumbar spine without contrast
72149 MRI, lumbar spine with contrast
72158 MRI, lumbar spine without and with contrast
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and patients alike, and may prompt unnecessary additional tests and
treatments. [4–6].

Because many spine findings seen on spine radiography may be
incidental and not responsible for the patient's symptoms, Roland and
van Tulder proposed adding statements to spine imaging reports
describing the prevalence of various degenerative findings among
patients without back pain. [7] In a prior pilot study, our group found
that primary care patients undergoing lumbar spine imaging were less
likely to receive a variety of subsequent diagnostic and therapeutic in-
terventions if their imaging reports contained information describing
the prevalence of common imaging findings among patients without
back pain. However, this initial study was small and retrospective.
More definitive conclusions regarding the impact of adding benchmark
prevalence information to radiology reports requires a large, prospec-
tive randomized controlled trial, leading to our designing the Lumbar
Imaging with Reporting of Epidemiology (LIRE) trial.

Our main hypothesis is that for patients of primary care providers,
inserting age- and imaging modality-appropriate benchmark preva-
lence data into lumbar spine imaging reports will reduce overall
spine-related healthcare utilization and testing as measured by our
primary outcome, spine-related relative value units (RVUs), including
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT),
as well as subsequent therapeutic interventions, such as spinal injec-
tions, and spine surgeries. An important secondary hypothesis is that
the intervention will reduce subsequent opioid prescriptions, as sug-
gested by our pilot work. [8] Because advanced imaging modalities
(MRI and CT) aremore sensitive than radiographs for detecting a variety
of incidental findings, [9,10] a third hypothesis is that there will be a
greater reduction in subsequent spine-related diagnostic and therapeu-
tic interventions forMRI and CT comparedwith radiography. Our fourth
hypothesis is that therewill be a greater impact for findings such as disc
bulges that are likely less clinically important than other findings, such
as disc extrusions.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Overview

We aim to conduct a pragmatic, cluster randomized trial, assigning
primary care clinics at 4 large health systems to receive either standard
lumbar spine imaging reports or reports containing age- and modality-
appropriate epidemiological benchmarks for common imagingfindings.
We will use a stepped wedge design that randomizes participating
clinics to initiate the intervention sequentially on one of five pre-
specified calendar times: April 1, 2014, October 1, 2014, April 1, 2015,
October 1, 2015, and April 1, 2016. The stepped wedge design allows
for both between-clinic cross-sectional and within-clinic before/after
longitudinal comparisons of the intervention, while assuring that all
clinics eventually receive the intervention. Our primary outcome is
a summary measure of back-related intervention intensity, spine-
related relative value units (RVUs). We based our measure of spine-
related RVUs on work done byMartin and colleagues and have devoted
substantial effort toward refining themeasure for use with data that we
can retrieve from the participating health systems. [4,11].

2.1.1. Participating centers
We are enrolling patients at four integrated health care systems:

Kaiser Permanente, Northern California (KPNC) Oakland, CA; Henry
Ford Health System (HFHS) Detroit, MI; Group Health Cooperative
(GHC), Seattle, WA; andMayo Clinic Health System (MCHS), Rochester,
MN. These sites contribute both geographic and demographic diversity
and have comprehensive electronic medical record (EMR) systems,
allowing capture of health care utilization data.

The University of Washington's Comparative Effectiveness, Cost
and Outcomes Research Center (CECORC) and Center for Biomedical
Statistics (CBS) serve as the Data Coordinating Center (DCC) for LIRE.
A collaborator at Oregon Health and Science University (RAD) is also
part of the DCC.

2.2. Study design

2.2.1. Eligibility criteria-clinics
We define a “clinic” as primary care if a majority of its practitioners

provide adult primary care (general internal medicine, family practice,
and associated mid-level providers). The criteria for clinic eligibility
are that the health care providers are a distinct, readily identifiable
group that has at least a subgroup of primary care providers who do
not practice at another clinic that will also be part of the trial. The re-
quirement that providers be based primarily at one clinic is tominimize
cross-contamination (having the epidemiological benchmarks at one
clinic influence another clinic that is not yet receiving the epidemiolog-
ical benchmarks).

2.2.2. Eligibility criteria-patients
Patients are eligible for the LIRE study if a primary care provider

orders a diagnostic imaging test of the lumbar spine between
October 1, 2013, and September 30, 2016. We include all adult pa-
tients (≥18 years old as of the date of the imaging test) who undergo
plain film, CT, or MR imaging of the lumbar spine, identified from
Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes [12] (see Table 1) by
primary care providers.

All patients receiving eligible lumbar spine imaging studies at partic-
ipating clinics are part of the trial, unless the patient has explicitly
signed a declaration opting out of all research studies.

2.2.3. Patient identification
The health information system automatically identifies when a

practitioner from a participating clinic orders an eligible lumbar spine
imaging study. We accomplish this either through the radiology infor-
mation system (RIS) or EMR, depending on the site.

2.2.4. Consent
The Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) at KPNC and UW ceded

authority to the Group Health Research Institute (GHRI) IRB, which is
the IRB of record for the overall study. The IRBs at HFHS and Mayo
retained review of the protocol. Each reviewing IRB approved the trial
procedures. All participating IRBs agreed that our study is minimal risk
and granted waivers of both consent and Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) authorization. One site required the
investigators to inform primary care providers at the end of the study
that we conducted a randomized evaluation at their site.

2.2.5. Randomization
We randomly assigned all clinics at each site to receive the interven-

tion at one of five fixed calendar times: April 2014, October 2014,
April 2015, October 2015, and April 2016 (Fig. 1).

Within each recruitment site, we sorted clinics by number of prima-
ry care providers (PCPs) into tertiles (small, medium, large clinics).



Fig. 1. Randomization scheme.
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From each tertile we randomly selected clinics using urn-based
randomization (without replacement) stratified by site and clinic size
such that clinics of small, medium, and large size are equally represent-
ed in each randomization wave. We use site-specific definitions for the
size of the clinic with the goal of having balance of clinic size across
randomization waves within each site. Because clinic size varied
substantially both within and between health systems, balancing
randomization on clinic size ensures comparable time in the control
and intervention periods for all clinic size strata. Table 2 displays the
site-specific strata definitions and size.

Due to providers practicing at multiple clinics, we combined some
clinics into single randomization units to reduce cross-contamination,
resulting in a total of 100 randomization units. We initially identified
1627 PCPs as units of observation within those randomization units,
realizing that the number of providers is in constant flux due to new
hires, retirement, etc. Additionally, because of uncertainty in classifying
providers as PCPs at one of our sites (KPNC) we expect that the total
number of participating PCPs will rise to between 2400 and 4400.

2.2.6. Intervention
Using an automated approach through either the RIS or EMR, we

insert age- andmodality-appropriate epidemiological benchmark infor-
mation [3] automatically into the lumbar spine imaging reports of PCPs
who work in intervention clinics. The exact method of insertion varies
by site.

At GHC, we use the EMR (Epic) to insert the intervention text after
the radiologist has finalized the radiology report. Similarly at Mayo,
we insert the intervention text after the radiologist has finalized the re-
port, using a system that interfaces with the RIS and the EMR (Cerner).
At KPNC and HFHS, the RIS inserts the intervention at the time that the
radiologist dictates the report. At KPNC, this allows the radiologist to
review the text and potentially modify or remove it. If they do either,
they must insert a text string before they are able to finalize the report
that allows us to track these modifications.

We based the intervention text (see Appendix A) on text that our
group had previously used [7,8], with modifications that included
Table 2
Within-site stratified randomization schedule of clinics by number of PCPs.

Clinics/units of
randomization
(# of PCPs)

PCP strata size boundaries
(# clinics)

Recruitment
site Small Medium Large

Site #1 19 (245) 5 to 10 (7) 11 to 15 (7) 16 to 41 (5)
Site #2 26 (230) 3 to 6 (9) 7 to 9 (9) 10 to 24 (8)
Site #3 21 (814) 7 to 29 (7) 33 to 39 (7) 43 to 106 (7)
Site #4 34 (338) 2 to 4 (12) 5 to 9 (10) 11 to 34 (12)
Total 100 (1627)
updates from a systematic review of the prevalence of findings in
patients without back pain as well as input from patients to make the
text more easily understood by non-medical readers. Primary care pro-
viders who work in control clinics receive their usual imaging report.
2.2.7. Data collection methods
We collect all baseline and follow-up data from the electronic

information systems which, depending on the site, include EMR and
administrative data systems. We use the PopMedNet software applica-
tion that enables simple creation, operation, and governance of distrib-
uted health data networks. [13,14] This system provides a secure,
mutually governed and auditable model for transporting data between
the sites and the DCC. Each LIRE partner site is also a participant in the
LIRE PopMedNet network and has a named and authenticated set of
users.

For EMR queries, we perform two types of data extraction: 1) index
files consisting of all patients receiving an eligible lumbar imaging study
at participating clinics, with data limited to date and type of imaging
procedure, clinic identifier, patient demographics, imaging report text;
and 2) comprehensive data extraction that includes outcome and
safety variables (described below). We perform an index data file
query 2–3 weeks after the start of each randomization wave to verify
that the intervention is being deployed appropriately. For all of the im-
aging text reports included in each index data set, we use textmatching
to verify that the intervention text was properly inserted into the
reports based on clinic, imaging modality, and patient age.

One year following the first randomization wave and then every six
months thereafter, we perform a comprehensive data query for both
safety monitoring and outcomes assessment. These files are compatible
with the Virtual DataWarehouse schema, and wewill implement them
at each of theHMOResearchNetwork (HMORN) sites (KPNC,HFHS, and
GHC) using common SAS software code. The Virtual Data Warehouse is
a protocol for obtaining common data elements from health systems
that are part of the HMORN. [15]. This facilitates data extraction as
well as comparisons between these health systems. MCHS, which is
not part of the HMORN, developed a local mapping of the common
data dictionary to provide semantically identical data index files and
summary data files on the same schedule. Each site retains full lists of
eligible patients and will be responsible for addressing patient with-
drawals, additions, and deaths. Sites submit all index and comprehen-
sive outcome files as Limited Data Sets (de-identified except for dates
of service) to the DCC via PopMedNet. Sites provide unique, coded
study identifiers for each patient so that index image data can be linked
to comprehensive outcomes and so that patients with more than one
lumbar spine image during the study period are only included in the
study once (images subsequent to the index image become part of the
outcome data). The DCC maintains the data dictionary for the duration
of the project.



Table 4
Selected spine-related CPT codes and associated RVUs.

CPT code Description RVU

72100 X-ray exam of lower spine — 2 or 3 views 1.07
97001 Physical therapy evaluation 2.18
99214 Detailed office visit 2.26
99284 Emergency department visit — high intensity 3.37
64483 Epidural injection for lumbar spinal stenosis 3.37
72131 CT lumbar spine without contrast 6.27
72148 MRI Lumbar Spine without contrast 11.31
63047 Removal of spinal lamina (laminectomy) 32.89
22804 Fusion of the spine 71.60
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2.2.8. Pre-intervention data collection
To determine baseline pre-intervention RVUs and outcomes prior to

randomization, we included all patients at participating clinics who re-
ceived eligible lumbar spine imaging studies between October 1, 2013
andMarch 31, 2014. These data comprised our baseline period. Addition-
ally, we are collecting diagnosis and utilization data for patients 12
months prior to baseline (potentially as early as October 1, 2012 for a
patient who received index imaging on October 1, 2013) to characterize
the assembled cohort at a patient-level.

2.2.9. Data collection schedule
We will capture EMR data on patients for a minimum of one year

after the index imaging examination. Two-thirds of patients will have
two years of EMR-based follow-updata due to the staggered implemen-
tation of the intervention. Biannually, we will collect comprehensive
EMR data for patients who reached their one and two-year follow-up
date in the previous six months.

2.2.10. Primary and secondary outcomes
We will collect all outcomes passively through the EMR (Table 3).

The primary outcome is the one-year summary of lumbar spine-
specific RVUs, a composite measure of spine interventions that com-
bines the overall intensity of resource utilization for back pain care
into a single metric.

We developed a summary spine-specific RVUmetric using EMR data
from a cohort of 5239 patients with back pain as part of the Back pain
Outcomes using Longitudinal Data (BOLD) project. [16] We developed
a data dictionary and code to abstract EMR data across three health
systems, two of which are LIRE sites. For each BOLD participant, we
obtained a comprehensive list of procedures (CPT codes), diagnoses
and provider visits (International Classification of Diseases, Ninth
Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) codes), [17] and inpatient
hospitalizations from the EMR. Using the Medicare Physician Fee
Schedule (http://www.cms.gov/), we generated and tested a mapping
algorithm to assign RVUs to over 10,000 unique CPT codes. A sample
of RVUs from the 2012 CMS file is shown in Table 4.Wewill not capture
care provided to patients outside the partner health systems that is not
included in their EMRs.

To obtain a spine-related summary RVU from CPT and ICD-9-CM
codes, we used an existing validated algorithm. [11,18,19] Aggregating
across CPT codes identified by this algorithm through one year after
the index diagnostic imaging test yields the total spine-specific RVUs.
Data extraction from the EMRswill likely be impacted by the conversion
to ICD10. Because ICD10 is more granular than ICD9, it is possible to de-
velop a cross-walk algorithm that accounts for all of the data elements
that we identify using ICD9 from an ICD10 dataset. Since each health
system EMR has idiosyncratic elements, we plan to develop this
crosswalk for each health system.
Table 3
Outcomes data from EMR.

Domain Specific Element

Hospitalizations (all inpatient stays) • Duration (days)
• Diagnosis related group (DRG)
• Associated Current Procedural
Terminology (CPT) and International
Classification of Diseases-9 (ICD-9) codes

Outpatient visits • Clinic type
• Associated ICD-9 codes

Pharmacy data
(prescribed medications)

• National Drug Code (NDC)
• Drug name, dose, quantity, days' supply

Procedures (inpatient and
outpatient, including
subsequent imaging)

• Procedure type and indication
• Associated CPT and ICD-9 codes

Safety Data • ER visits (within 90 days of index image)
• Death (within 6 months of index image)
We will also derive important secondary outcomes from EMR and
administrative data. These include: a longer-term back-specific RVU
summary metric reflecting back-related care up to two years following
the index imaging study date; an indicator of opioid prescribing after
the index imaging study; subsequent advanced imaging (number of
MRI or CT studies) within 90 days and 12 months after the index
imaging study; spine injections, spine surgery and other back-related
medical costs over the 2 years.
2.2.11. Imaging finding abstraction
We will use an approach that combines statistical machine learning

with rules based natural language processing (NLP), to abstract the nec-
essary data fromanonymized radiology text imaging reports. The health
systems will export the imaging reports from their EMR and we will
identify common imaging findings that are likely less clinically impor-
tant (e.g., disc bulge, disc space narrowing, annular fissure) versus
more important (central canal stenosis, nerve root compression, disc
extrusion) (Table 5). [1,20] We will also identify less common but
potentially clinically important findings such as possible tumor or
infection.

For the machine learning approach, we plan to use the NLTK library
in Python. [21] We then plan to create a “feature set” of variables de-
rived from report text that optimizes prediction. Features included
will likely include basic N-grams (unigrams, bigrams, trigrams), sec-
tions of the report, and type of imaging examination.

For the rule-based portion, we plan to code regular expressions
(REGEX) based on a list of synonyms for imaging findings developed
by our study content experts (JGJ, SDR, RAD). We also plan to account
for negation by adapting the ConText algorithm [22]. We will evaluate
our prediction accuracies using a random subset of annotated reports.
Based on a pilot investigation, agreement among the three annotators
was substantial (kappa ranging from 0.65–1) for various imaging
findings.

We will use these data to examine whether there is any differential
effect of the intervention according to the results in the imaging report.
Table 5
Imaging findings likely clinically important vs. likely clinically unimportant.

Likely clinically important Likely clinically unimportant

• Moderate or severe stenosis⁎ • Annular Fissure
• Disc extrusion • Disc height loss
• Nerve root displacement
or compression

• Mild stenosis (central, lateral
recess or foraminal)

• Endplate edema
(Type 1 endplate change)

• Nerve root contact without
displacement/compression

• Grade 2 or higher listhesis • Grade 1 listhesis
• Disc desiccation
• Disc bulge
• Disc protrusion
• Facet degeneration (any severity)

⁎ Central, lateral recess or foraminal.

http://www.cms.gov
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2.2.12. Data quality control (QC)
As biannual EMR data accumulate, we will use established algo-

rithms to ensure data quality and validation. We will focus evaluation
of EMR data quality primarily on patterns of completeness and substitu-
tion (use of one code for another) in CPT codes (inpatient and outpa-
tient), ICD-9-CM diagnosis codes, and NDC pharmacy records. For QC
of patient-level EMR data, we will check that the data are of the appro-
priate type and format specified by the data dictionary. For system-to-
system and wave-to-wave QC evaluation of EMR data, we will generate
diagnostic plots comparing rates of CPT code endorsement to look for
unusual patterns of utilization or use of specific CPT codes. [23] Similar-
ly, we will use site-by-site cross-tabulation and diagnostic plots to
examine patterns in prescribed medications by NDC code. In an addi-
tional QC step, wewill cross-tabulate the top 100 CPT codes by frequen-
cy and RVUs for each site in order to detect unusual patterns of missing
codes or code substitution. We will document and resolve any issues
that we discover through direct discussion with programming staff
and site principal investigators.

2.3. Analytic approach

To evaluate the impact of inserting prevalence data into an imaging
report, we will use longitudinal regression methods such as linear
mixed effects models (LMMs) or generalized linear mixed models
(GLMMs) with robust standard errors for all primary and secondary
outcome measures. Mixed models provide an efficient method for
analysis of longitudinal or multilevel data and will be the basis of our
primary analysis approach. In secondary analyses we will use general-
ized estimating equations (GEE), adopting simple exchangeable corre-
lation models at the clinic level to determine whether conclusions
appear sensitive to model specification.

We will use a time-varying intervention status indicator Statuskt
(0 = control, 1 = intervention, for clinic k at time t) for the primary
longitudinal model for back pain specific RVUs. We will adopt the
functional form given below for the specific regression model, with
fixed effects for time (linear), age (18–39, 40–59, 60+, using 2
dummy variables), imaging modality type (plain film or MRI, using
dummy variables), clinic size (small, medium, large, using 2 dummy
variables), and site (GHC, HFHS, KPNC,MCHS, using 3 dummyvariables)
in addition to random effects for provider, clinic, and intervention
status:

Yijk ¼ β0 þ β1 � Timet þ β2
T � Ageijk þ β3

T �Modalityijk þ β4
T � Sizek

þ β5
T � Sitek þ λ0 � Statuskt þmeanmodel

bk;0 þ bk;1 � Statuskt þ clinic random effects

ajk;0 þ eijkprovider random effects and subject errors:

We will collect the outcome measure Yijk on patient i (i = 1,2,…,nj)
under primary care provider j (j = 1,2,…,nk) enrolled in time period t
(t= 0,1,2,…,5) in order to evaluate the overall effect of the intervention
at the level of the clinic k (k = 1,2,…,100). The primary parameter of
interest, λ0, represents the average effect of the intervention adjusting
for temporal trends (Timet), clinic characteristics (Sitek, Sizek), and
individual covariates (Ageijk, Modalityijk).

Our second hypothesis is that the intervention will reduce subse-
quent opioid prescriptions. Our pilot data suggested this effect and it
could be mediated by the intervention reassuring providers and
patients regarding the benignity of imaging findings. Each clinical site
data system utilizes the national drug code or similar classification
[24] that allows us to determine the morphine equivalent dose (MED)
for each opioid prescription. [25] We will then calculate the total MED
prescribed per patient within 90 days and 12 months of the index
image. We will then use the same approach for the analysis of MED as
we used for back-specific RVUs, using a time-varying intervention
status indicator Statuskt (0 = control, 1 = intervention, for clinic k at
time t) for the primary longitudinal model for MED prescriptions.

Our third hypothesis is that there will be a differential effect of the
intervention according to imaging modality: there will be a greater
reduction in subsequent spine-related diagnostic and therapeutic inter-
ventions for MRI compared with radiography. In order to test this
hypothesis, we will analyze patient-level data according to the appro-
priate LMM or GLMM given above, but including the interactions
between Modalityijk indicators (modeled using an indicator variable
coding MRI, with plain film as the reference) and Statuskt. A test of the
interaction terms (2°-of-freedom Wald test) will be used to test the
null hypothesis that the effect of the intervention does not vary accord-
ing to the imaging modality.

Our fourth hypothesis is that there will be a greater impact for
findings that are likely less clinically important than findings that are
likely more clinically important. We will use an additional variable,
ImageFindingijk, that takes the value 1 if an important image finding is
present, and 0 otherwise (see Table 5). We will test the null hypothesis
that the interaction between ImageFindingijk and Statuskt is zero using a
Wald test.

2.3.1. Power for primary outcome
We randomized 100 clinics with approximately 1700 PCPs. We

calculated statistical power for the primary outcome measure, spine-
specific RVUs, using data from the BOLD study to inform key design
parameter estimates. From BOLD, we identified 639 patients at KPNC
and HFHS who had a qualifying lumbar image within six weeks of a
PCP visit, the majority (74%) of which occurred within seven days. As
expected, patient-level RVUswere positively skewed andwewill there-
fore use an approximately normalizing transformation of log (RVU+1)
butmake interpretations regarding effect size on the original RVU scale.

With log-transformed BOLD Registry RVU data, we fit a linear mixed
effects model adjusting for image type (advanced vs. plain film) and
study recruitment site and estimated the variance components for clinic
(0.026) and the residual error term (1.230). The observed intra-class
correlation coefficient (ICC) across clinics was 0.013 (95% CI: 0.000 to
0.046). In this subset of BOLD data, the number of PCPs with multiple
patients was too few to inform the PCP-level variance component and
it is therefore conservatively included in the error term variance for
power simulations.

We considered fixed numbers of clinics and PCPs for each simulation
and we assumed that each provider would provide data for all study
time periods. For a range of potential RVU effect sizes, we generated
1000 simulated data sets and performed mixed model estimation with
each data set. For the primary outcome measure of back-specific RVUs,
the study has 89% power to detect reductions of 5.0% or larger in the
median back-specific RVU. For a patient receiving a lumbar image, a
5% average reduction in spine-specific RVU translates into approximate-
ly one fewer lumbar CT scan (for example) on average compared to a
patient unexposed to the LIRE intervention.

2.3.2. Data safety monitoring plan
Two external safety officers will monitor safety endpoints (Emer-

gency Room (ER) visits within 90 days and deaths within six months
of index imaging) every six months for the duration of the study. Safety
officers will utilize absolute relative risk ratio monitoring thresholds of
1.15 and 1.10 for comparing 90-day ER visit anddeath rates by interven-
tion group, with adjustment for pre-intervention rates at each site and
patient-specific Quan comorbidity index. [26].

3. Discussion

The imaging of patients with back pain has the potential for both
benefit and harm. Imaging can identify conditions such as central spinal
stenosis that in the appropriate clinical setting has a good evidence base
for the benefits of certain treatments such as surgery. [27] However,
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because of the high prevalence of a variety of imaging findings in pa-
tients without back pain, imaging may lead to a cascade of needless in-
terventions that can be both harmful and expensive. We describe a
study that tests a strategy to mitigate the problematic consequences of
potentially misleading lumbar spine imaging findings by including
benchmark prevalence data in the routine imaging report.

We adopted the concept of adding epidemiologic benchmarks from
Roland and van Tulder, who proposed adding statements to plain film
imaging reports describing the prevalence of different degenerative
findings in patients without back pain. [7] A small, retrospective, pilot
study published by our group suggested that patients who had the
benchmark epidemiological information included in their radiology
report were about three and a half times less likely to get a narcotic
prescription compared with patients who did not get this information
in their imaging report. [8] This was statistically significant after
controlling for a variety of factors (age, gender, severity of condition)
(OR = 0.29, P = 0.01). Not statistically significant but also reduced in
the “statement” group were subsequent high-cost imaging examina-
tions (CT and MRI) (OR = .22) and physical therapy (PT) referrals
(OR = .55, P = 0.06).

Whymight this simple, inexpensive approach be effective?We sur-
mised that the benchmark information would reassure both patients
and physicians and result in fewer downstream interventions, including
both diagnostic (cross-sectional imaging) and treatment (PT, opiates,
surgeries) interventions.

LIRE is a pragmatic cluster randomized trial of a minimal-risk inter-
vention that we believe can serve as a model for future pragmatic trials.
We designed LIRE to be as pragmatic as possible. Thorpe et al. [28]
described a tool that they named the pragmatic—explanatory continu-
um indicator summary (PRECIS) to determine where on the spectrum
of explanatory to pragmatic a trial falls with respect to 10 domains,
and it has recently been modified to the PRECIS-2 tool by Loudon et al.
[29]. Fig. 2 is the PRECIS-2 diagram of LIRE, demonstrating the highly
pragmatic nature of the study design. [30].

LIRE is 1 of 7 pilot pragmatic randomized trials that are part of the ini-
tial round of funding by the NIH Health Care Systems Collaboratory. [31]
LIRE and the other pilot pragmatic trials are a first step toward that goal.

One potential limitation of LIRE is that the intervention may lead
PCPs to devalue the importance of all imaging findings and thus
under-treat conditions that could have benefitted from treatment.
However, given the climate of over-diagnosis and over-treatment of
back pain in theU.S., this is less likely to occur than in other settings. An-
other limitation is that, since we are not collecting patient reported out-
comes (PROs), we cannot directly comment on the effect of the
intervention on potentially important patient outcomes such as func-
tional status and pain. We are also not able to collect information on
work loss or disability. Nor can we comment on the effectiveness of
the intervention on potentially important subgroups such as patients
Fig. 2. Pragmatic-explanatory continuum indicator summary (PRECIS).
with acute vs. chronic back pain or those who satisfy the National Qual-
ity Forum's criteria for imaging.Wemade this decision not to collect pa-
tient reported data deliberately, conscious of the fact that collecting
PROs would make the trial less pragmatic. Given our projected sample
size of over 160,000 patients, collecting PROs would not have been
practical.

Because of the large size of our project, abstraction of the radiology
reports is a challenge. We plan to use natural language processing as a
tool to help us with this abstraction task. Natural language processing
is reasonably accurate at identifying clinical findings from radiology
reports. Chapman et al. reported sensitivities of 86–92%, specificities
of 78–91%, and positive predictive values (PPV) of 72–85% for NLP in
X-ray reports [32]. Despite this reported success as well as our promis-
ing pilot experience, oncewe start applying NLP to the larger datasetwe
may discover obstacles that will prompt us to revise our approach.

If the current trial shows that adding prevalence data to spine imag-
ing reports decreases subsequent back-related RVUs, themethod is like-
ly to be generalizable to other conditions and to other kinds of testing
(e.g., other imaging procedures such as chest CT, abdominal CT)
where incidental findings may be common. [33] Because the cost of
the intervention itself is minimal, the potential cost-effectiveness of
this intervention, if successful, is enormous. If it reduces unnecessary
treatment, the intervention could prevent avoidable complications,
decreasing costs and improving patient outcomes.

Our project, the Lumbar Imaging with Reporting of Epidemiology
(LIRE) study, also serves as a model for a cluster randomized trial that
is minimal risk and highly pragmatic. If successful, our use of the
stepped wedge design on a large scale could become a desirable
model for future studies and represent an important strategy for health
services researchers.

4. Conclusion

The long-termpublic health significance of the LIRE study is that, if ef-
fective, our simple, inexpensive intervention has the potential to reduce
unnecessary, inappropriate, and costly care not only for back pain, but
also for a wide range of other conditions, since it could easily be applied
to other diagnostic tests (e.g., other imaging tests, laboratory tests, genet-
ic testing). If our study demonstrates that the intervention decreases
subsequent health-resource use, adding epidemiologic benchmarks to
diagnostic test reporting could become the dominant paradigm for
communicating all diagnostic information, resulting in substantially
more appropriate clinical care for minimal implementation costs.
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